Cardiac Change as a Function of Attention to and Awareness of Continuous Verbal Text

Abstract. A 17-minute passage taken from a patient's talking in a psychoanalytic interview was played to 40 subjects, including trained therapists, therapists in training, and inexperienced undergraduates. Subjects were alerted to the organizing theme (termination of the patient's treatment) and asked to attend to direct and indirect references to this theme. Tonic heart rate, averaged over 30-second periods, was lower when clues were present on the tape than during control periods when clues were not present. Profiles of phasic heart rate were drawn for 11-second periods that overlapped the end of each clue and control passage. Profiles associated with clues were significantly lower than profiles for control passages; profiles for recalled and recognized clues showed a wave form distinct from that of profiles associated with unrecognized clues.

Heart rate tends to drop when attention is directed to an external stimulus (1, 2). Two types of changes have been reported. A tonic decrease was found by Lacey et al. (3) in a study of the effect of different types of stimulus situations on mean heart rate; mean rates tended to decrease in situations that required attention outward (for instance, flashing lights) and tended to increase in situations that required attention inward (such as mental arithmetic). A phasic decrease was reported by Lacey (2) in a reaction-time experiment. Heart rate was monitored beat-by-beat from the time a warning signal flashed to the time the subject made a motor response; heart rate showed a systematic drop during the preparatory interval, and reached a minimum at the moment when the response was made. He also found that reaction time was inversely related with the size of the drop.

The stimuli used in most of these studies have been fairly explicit and isolated in time; examples are warning tones, flashing lights, and discrete pictures. We wanted to determine whether subtle differences in meaning, when embedded in continuous prose, would also be reflected in tonic and phasic changes in heart rate. If stable cardiac measures could be found, they might permit continuous monitoring of attention with a minimum of interference. Lacey's formulation would predict both the decrease and stabilization in mean heart rate and in beat-by-beat changes at time points when attention was being directed to parts of the stimulus. We also wished to determine how physiological changes interacted with conscious awareness. Were these changes always an accompaniment of awareness, or did they sometimes occur independently of it? If the latter were the case, could attention be gauged more sensitively by cardiac responses than by cognitive measures of awareness?

The stimulus consisted of a 17-minute, tape-recorded segment of a patient talking during a psychoanalytic session. Only the patient's voice was heard. Three practicing psychoanalysts listened to the tape and indicated those parts that, in their opinion, pertained to the theme of termination of treatment; from their ratings, 22 references were selected. Some were clear references to termination in a disguising context (Independence Day; Liberty, Kansas), and some used metaphor or analogy (“When do you want the baby?”; “I dreamed of being on a long train trip and having to get off”). The clues were carefully spaced by filler words and silence so that the median separation was 22 seconds; only one pair of clues was less than 10 seconds apart.

Each of the 22 termination clues was marked by a tone on the second track of the stimulus tape (the text of the stimulus was on the first track). The 20 control clues were marked by a different tone. Neither tone was audible to the subject. None of the control clues had been chosen by any of the original judges as a reference to termination; these clues consisted of such filler phrases as “That doesn't happen very often,” “Assuming it was obvious,” and so forth. The control clues were spaced at least 11 seconds from each other and from any of the termination clues. The marker tones were positioned to coincide with the last word in each clue phrase. The tones were used in the data analysis to mark the heart beats associated with each clue; a special program searched for each tone and computed the beats-per-minute heart rate for the 5 seconds before and after each tone.

Forty subjects, about equally divided among professional therapists, therapists in training, and inexperienced undergraduates, were asked to listen to the tape and pay particular attention to references to termination of treatment. Examples of such references were not given; rather, the subjects were free to choose whatever appealed to them as a clue, but they were asked not to talk or make any motor response while the tape was running. The subjects were told to be ready to recall the references to termination in their original wording after the tape had stopped. Electrodes were then attached to the index and middle fingers of the left hand, to the right wrist, and to the left ankle; leads ran to an Electronic Industries data logging system, which made a digital
recording of beat-by-beat heart rate, galvanic skin response, and basal skin resistance. Only the heart rate data are reported here.

After the electrodes had been attached, the subject remained in isolation for 2 to 4 minutes while the recordings on the polygraph were checked to make sure that all signals were functioning and reasonably well stabilized. The instructions were then given, and stimulus tape and digital tape were started in synchrony with a pacing clock. The clock time, in seconds, and the two sets of marker tones were recorded on the digital tape along with the physiological information.

When the stimulus tape was finished, each subject was asked to recall all references to termination. Recall of specific wording was encouraged so that the reference could be precisely located in the protocol. Recall was scored only if the clue could be unambiguously reconstructed from the subject's report at the end of the session, and only if all words in the clue were present; single words or paraphrases did not count. Recognition was next scored by giving the subject a transcript of the protocol and asking him to underline all termination references that he had noticed while listening.

Tonic changes were determined by measuring mean heart rates for particular intervals when termination clues were present as compared with those when clues were absent. All but two subjects recalled at least one termination clue, and the clue chosen by the largest number of subjects (49 percent), "How do you know when to stop?," was the reference point for the first analysis. This clue occurred in minute 9 of the stimulus, together with a second clue, chosen by four subjects, "Nurse until the milk runs out." No control clues were contained in this segment. Minute 8 of the stimulus contained three control clues and no termination clues. We computed mean heart rate during minute 9 for each subject and compared it to the value during minute 8. Mean heart rate was lower in minute 9 for 29 subjects and higher for 11 (P < .01, two-tailed sign test). This suggests that when material related to termination was present in the tape—that is, when attention was being directed to the stimulus—heart rate decreased.

Because heart rate tended to decrease over time during the 17-minute listening period, it might be argued that
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**Fig. 1.** Averaged heart rate response as a function of relevance (termination clues present or absent) and fate of the clue (recall, recognition, or unawareness). The heart rate is depressed for all classes of termination clues. When the subject is unaware of the clue, the course of heart rate is fairly steady through time. When the clue is either recognized or recalled, a distinct wave form is found, with the lowest heart rate at the end of the clue period.

The critical parts of the stimulus material, presumably because these parts contain information about termination, but that this increase does not necessarily result in greater recall of the termination clues. In other words, tonic changes in heart rate may pick up shifts in attention that cognitive measures (for example, recall of clues) may miss.

Phasic changes were determined from recordings from 34 of the 40 subjects, which gave detailed beat-by-beat information in the vicinity of each of the 22 termination clues and 20 control clues; the records of the remaining 6 subjects could not be scored in this manner because of transient errors in the recording process. Heart rates (in beats per minute) were computed for the 5 seconds before and after each marker tone this put all subjects on an equal time base.

The 11-second profiles for termination clues and those for control clues were averaged for each of 34 subjects. The 68 sets of averages were then analyzed by a repeated-measures analysis of variance (4). The mean heart rate for termination clues was significantly lower than the mean for control clues (F = 14.64, P < .001). As in the comparisons made for longer time intervals, heart rate dropped in the vicinity of the termination clues and rose in the vicinity of the control clues. Again we checked to see whether the mean drop for each subject was related to his awareness of the termination clues and found that total number of clues recalled was moderately correlated (r = .25) with mean drop in heart rate. To study this relation more precisely, we partitioned the termination clues for each subject into three sets: clues that were recalled, those recognized, and the remainder, of which the subject was unaware. The 11-second profiles were averaged by set for each subject, and the three averages, together with the control averages, were analyzed with a repeated-measure analysis of variance.

The mean heart rates for the four sets of clues were significantly different from each other (F = 6.02, P < .001), and a Dunnett test showed that rates for recalled clues were significantly lower than those for control clues and were the primary reason for the low overall rate for termination clues. Rates for the other two classes of clues were not significantly different from control values. There was also a significant effect over time (F = 2.23, P < .025) and, as
A result, separate trend analyses were performed for each of the four profiles (Fig. 1). The control profile showed no significant trend, the profile for recalled clues showed a significant cubic and quintic component, that for recognized clues showed a significant cubic component, and the clues of which the subject was unaware showed no trend (5). These data suggest that awareness of the clue (as manifested by later recognition or recall) is reflected in a cardiac profile with a pronounced cubic component (two inflections); as such, the profile shows a good approximation to the cubic curves reported by Roessler et al. (6) for cardiac response to random tones, and to the curves reported by Schwartz and Higgins (7) for cardiac reactions to a simple motor response or to its ideational equivalent. All four profiles show an accelerative component after stimulus onset; this component is followed by a decelerative drop. When subjects in the present experiment were aware that a meaningful verbal clue was present in the protocol, their cardiac change closely followed the pattern shown by other subjects in response to explicit sounds or warning lights.

Our data support the work of Lacey (2) and his colleagues to the extent that attention to an external stimulus is reflected in a drop in mean heart rate. We would add that cubic change in rate is a good predictor of later recall; such a rate change seems to be a sign that the stimulus is being converted into long-term storage. Other, more subtle aspects of the cardiac profile seem to parallel changes in amount of attention being invested in the stimulus, and may pick up variations that are not reflected in later conscious report.
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